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You are a thrill seeker to your core. You relish all that is new. You are not impressed by that
which has already been explored. You love the feelings available here on Earth. It is something
quite different indeed. In this Earth reality, which is unlike most other physical realms, you
create with feeling. There is nothing like the feeling of something that has never been
experienced before.

Have you noticed that the human race is made up of intrepid explorers, inventors, artists,
thinkers, and adventurers? You are not designed to conform or to hide. You get bored easily.
You find routine stale. The fascination with life is always in the new discoveries, new ideas, new
places, new people and new adventures. 

If you have ever started a business, you probably found that the experience was most
enjoyable at the beginning. Once the business took off, it became a routine. Wasn’t it
intoxicating when you met your first love? The first time you went to Disney World or traveled to
another country was an exciting time. What did you feel like when you got your first car? These
are the experiences you came for.

There is an aspect of this reality that few are aware of. There is still much to be discovered.
There’s an approach to life that will bring forth unimaginable experiences and fill you with
delight. The things you want are really not as important as you think. They will all lose their
luster in a very short time. This is the interesting thing about everything that is new. The
moment is fleeting and the emotion wears off. If you are wanting to manifest something
because you think it will give you the feeling you lack, it might for a little while, but soon the
feeling wears off and you’ll need to manifest something else.

This life you are living has been designed to allow for the creation of that which cannot be
created in the nonphysical or really anywhere else. It is a unique environment filled with those
powerful and eternal beings of love, like you, who understand the value of discovery. With each
new experience, you expand. This is true. But most of your experiences are rather similar to
those you’ve had before. 
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The feeling isn’t quite as exciting or delightful. It’s just another version of the same old thing. To
truly live in this reality as you intended, the expansion you desire comes from those occasions
where you have a powerful emotional response due to an event that you have never been
present for before.

The unimaginable has always existed in this reality. Each new discovery had an affect on all
who were aware of it. It was thrilling. The wonders of this world never cease to amaze. You
might believe that everything has already been discovered, but you have only scratched the
surface.

You have had many unimaginable experiences. You’ve witnessed unexplainable phenomena.
You’ve been led into situations that made absolutely no sense to you. And you’ve tried to
explain them all away. “There must be some reason for this,” you thought at the time. It
couldn’t have been real. It must have been your imagination. But none of these events could
have been imagined by you. You could not plan for them, pay for them, or set goals to
experience them. These occurrences have always been at the very heart of this human
experience. This is what you actually came for. You very much wanted to witness something
truly novel as it was brought into this reality.

Just imagine if you will that life in all other physical realms is made up of physical and
intelligent beings who operate within a collective consciousness. You might have to stretch
your belief system a bit. But if you can understand how this Earth environment is quite unique,
you’ll gain a very high perspective. In a collective consciousness without the intense variety of
fear you feel, and without a highly refined and personalized perspective of an individual, the
collective generally births desires through unified thought and frequency. As you might
imagine, most of their creations are similar to past ones.

Every fear that exists on Earth emerges from the illusion of separation. A collective
consciousness feels no separation and therefore does not have the intensity of fear that
humans experience. To make it a little easier to understand, think of fear as simply lack of
information. Think of love as complete information or knowing. When you don’t know, you feel
fear, but when you know, you feel love. We will explain this concept in more detail as we
proceed, but for now it may be helpful to understand fear as a lack of information.

When you do not know something and it causes you fear, it does not feel good to you. Imagine
jumping out of an airplane. At first, you do not know if the parachute is going to open or not and
so you feel a bit of anxiety, which you would call a negative feeling. It’s not actually a negative
feeling and soon you’ll understand what we mean.
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 As soon as you pull the ripcord and the parachute is deployed, you immediately experience the
wonderful feeling of relief. Now imagine the very first time anyone ever tried jumping out of an
airplane with a parachute. They had no idea if the chute would actually open or not. This was
something new. Can you imagine the intense feeling of fear and then the equally intense feeling of
relief when the parachute did open? This illustrates the difference between a new experience and
one that’s be had many times before.

With the new experience, the feelings are more intense, because there is less information. If the
experience has never been had by anyone before, the experience is unimaginable. This is the
pinnacle of feeling in this reality. To come from no knowledge of something and then experience it
is truly special. This is why young children are often in a state of surprise and delight. Everything
they experience is new to them. 

If you live a life of routine, you are not really experiencing life as you intended. You are not doing
anything wrong, but this life is one of discovery and you are a great explorer. Why aren’t you
constantly having wonderful new experiences? Well, we would suggest that there is something
standing in your way. There is an aspect of you that causes you to play it a bit safe and hide from
anything new. You have a mental construct and this is a collection of...
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